JR RAIL PASS FOR CENTRAL JAPAN!!

Take a tour around the Shizuoka and Hamamatsu areas, Japan's treasure trove of hot springs and sea food, on your way to the World Heritage site of Mt. Fuji!

Unlimited rides on JR local trains, buses, ferry and private railway along the route!

Valid for 3 consecutive days

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adults</th>
<th>¥6,500</th>
<th>Children</th>
<th>¥3,250</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Children: 6 to 11 years of age

Mt. Fuji-Shizuoka Area Tourist Pass Mini

Hamamatsu Flower Park
Hamamatsu Castle
Mishima Skywalk
Suruga Bay Ferry
Shizuoka
Kazanji Onsen

Front Side View of Mt. Fuji

Where to buy and for more information: https://touristpass.jp

Best
Mt. Fuji
Pass!
Just one pass gives you unlimited access to the safety, comfort, speed and reliability of JR’s conventional lines and limited-express trains, as well as convenient buses to major sightseeing spots and the Suruga Port Ferry!

Image of usable routes of JR train, buses etc. and sightseeing spots. Separate admission and access fees to the attraction shown in the diagram may be required.

✓ Unlimited rides on non-reserved seats on limited express, rapid and ordinary trains of JR conventional lines!

Each transportation facility may change its holidays and operating hours without notice. Please see the website of each facility for more information.

Examples of travel time (Using JR limited express Using JR non-limited express)

- Atami~Mishima/Nanadai~about 15min (JR)  - Shizuoka~Mino-Na-Matsubara~about 25min (JR)
- Mishima/Nanadai~Fuji~about 40min (JR)  - Gotemba~Matsuda~about 40min (JR)
- Fuji~Shizuoka~about 35min (JR)  - Gotemba~Shimode Onsen~about 1h 15min (JR)
- Shizuoka~Hamamatsu~about 1h 15min (JR)  - Mishima~Shuzenji~about 35min (Bus)
- Hamamatsu~Toyohashi~about 30min (JR)  - Mishima~Mishima Skywalk~about 25min (Bus)

You are required a passport with a "Temporary Visitor" stamp/sticker given during entry to Japan in order to redeem an MCO (exchange order) for this product purchased outside of Japan, or to purchase this product within Japan.

https://touristpass.jp